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Event:

Performance Art Fashion Show
First Friday, August 5, 2011
6-8 pm

Featuring Pamela Dharamsey Lee’s
Frozen Clothing
August 5 – 31, 2011
Choreography & Still Life: Pamela Dharamsey Lee presents her troupe of dancers, performing on the Plaza with Brazilian musical accompaniment. The dancers will be dressed in fashions from The Island Gallery’s wearable art collection, including work by artists Roselle Abramowitz, Bara, Chrzaszcz, David, Laura Holtsberg, Sandra Holzman, Isnia, Lynn Mizono, Amy Nguyen, Virginia Paquette, Begona Rentero, Britt Rynearson, and Carter Smith. A selection of Ms. Lee’s Frozen Clothing pieces will be on view in the gallery during the month of August.

Featuring: DJ Olga.

Location: 400 Winslow Way E., #120, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

About the Artist: Pamela Dharamsey Lee is a visual, performing, and teaching artist who has been presenting her work nationally in schools, studios, theatres and museums for 22 years. In 2000, she and her husband Joshua L. Lee formed their company Ox + Dragon to continue their work in visual performance, working with artists of all ages. Currently she is working on the series Frozen Clothing; the embodiment of spirit, Border Ghetto; a view of Mexican immigrants through the eyes of a young girl; and The Nutcracker, in conjunction with Olympic Performance Group. Pamela is on staff at Bainbridge Ballet, and is a member of the Bainbridge Island Arts and Education Community Consortium.
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